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Passing Interviews
Throughout the Fall and Winter of 2004, the editors of The Yalobusha Review
decided to take advantage of the great influx of writers that flow through
Oxford, Mississippi each year by asking them for spontaneous answers to two rief
questions. We decided that one question would be related directly to the act of
writing and the other could be more broadly construed and interpreted.
first
question we asked each writer was, “What is the worst mistake you’ve made as an
artist?" The second question was, "What is terror?"

Robert Olen Butler

What is the worst mistake you've made as an artist?
I have forty mistakes that are short stories, I’ve got five God-awful novels,
and twelve dreadful full-length plays. I have a million words of mistakes that
never got published. And the fundamental mistake in all of them was that I
was writing from my head, which is I think the fundamental mistake of most
aspiring artists in literature. All million words were written from my head.
And I started writing and started publishing when I stopped writing from my
head and started writing from my unconscious, from the place where I
dream.
What is terror?
The prospect of four more years of George W. Bush.

Ron Carlson

What is the worst mistake you've made as an artist?
I have written scenes full speed, lights out, everything to the wall and
discovered
that I’d hurt someone’s feelings; they had glimpsed part of
knew and were thereby
What is terror?
Terror is realizing that for whatever reason, you are in the hands of stupidity.
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Joe Formichella

What is the worst mistake you’ve made as an artist?
OK. I was going in cold to Mobile Bay Monthly, a periodical in Mobile,
Alabama. OK, it’s a coffee table magazine, but nobody reads anything
anyway. And I
in there with a
and I was so desperate
when
the editor said, “Try your hand at some non-fiction,”
I did. He had me
go and interview this guy
was playing Santa Claus at the mall...in
August. So Santa was dressed up in full regalia with his bag full of fake toys
and the guy was sweating to death and I had to have a picture to go with the
story or else they wouldn’t publish it. So I borrowed someone’s camera
I
couldn’t take a picture with it, and I just faked it, and it all just fell apart.
What is terror?
Terror is giving the piece
is most important to you to the person who
had defended you most frequently. And despite
you think about it,
there’s that level of
knowing and there is the height of opinion
you
know is going to
no matter what it is.

Silas House

What is the worst mistake you've made as an artist?
question. Good one. The one that comes to mind is
able to
help falling into
regional writer thing. I’m writing
human beings,
not Appalachians,
Kentuckians, not Southerners,
people. But the
temptations is there, and in a
I do a disservice to my characters
I
help people project a “southern” view on my writing. It’s hard not to feed
into the pigeonholing of my characters as regional. I might play up the
regionalism. And I don’t mean to disparage regionalism—Madame Bovary is
regional—
there is always a danger there. The characters have their own
control. They should. And when I feed into that easy
I feel like I’m
doing a disservice to them.
What is terror?
Something happening to my family. I have two little girls and
g to them is the highest form of terror. Terror
is the fear of
something
that hasn’t happened yet. Terror has a different meaning than it
did before. It’s much more personal now.
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Suzanne Hudson

What is the worst mistake you've made as an artist?
I was talking to a group of ladies at a historical society near Point Clear,
Alabama, which is where they play polo and everything, and I thought it
would be a good idea to break the ice by reading a little crazy, stupid poem I
wrote about The Bomb and it didn’t go over very well.
What is terror?
Terror? Oh, it’s so many things. It’s bridges. It’s jets that look like sharks in
the sky. And
up in front of adults instead of children. That’s pretty
much it, terror.

Michael Knight

What is the worst mistake you've made as an artist?
I had this really good year in 1999. My 1st two books were just out and
getting decent reviews and both The New Yorker and Esquire had accepted
stories of mine and I was feeling OK about my career. My publisher made me
an offer. Two more books, a novel and a collection
they insisted on the
novel first. I’d been having a lot of success writing stories and the offer
wasn’t that great and I didn’t have any idea what my second novel should be
about and I was still sort of worn out from the first one so I said no thanks.
They offered more money. I asked would they do the stories first. They said
no but here’s even more money. I said no again. They said, Hey how bout
some more money? Eventually I got greedy and caved and
dropped
into the longest, driest most painful period of my life. I crapped out on about
ten novel ideas. I was choking huge
we’d bought a house and the money
was mostly spent. I was miserable and miserable to be
I’m sure.
Eventually my agent, bless him, told me to write what I wanted to
The
rest would work itself out, he said. So I
doing stories again and they
were pretty good and I found another publisher and paid back that
advance and I was happy again and lo and behold I had an idea for a novel
and now it’s written and I’m working on another one. What’s the moral? I’m
not sure, though it
has something to do with money. Or with
writing what you want.
What is terror?
Failing somehow as a father. Not the little everyday failures
some big one
beyond my imagination. My little
is 2—smart, beautiful, perfect. I try
to think about how I’ll make a mess of
but I figure its bound to
happen. That’s why it’s so scary. It looms, it looms.
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Jonathan Lethem

What is the worst mistake you’ve made as an artist?
I wasted some time thinking there was
to hide, or defend, or
protect. In time I’ve come to understand
writing consists of
your defenses completely. Just like love.
What is terror?
Terror strikes me as the flipside of the coin of yearning. Most anything we
regard with terror is somehow attached to our own desires made external,
then thrust as far from our conscious minds as possible.

Michael Martone

What is the worst mistake you've made as an artist?
I didn’t read enough and I didn’t travel enough.
What is terror?
Forgetting. And forgetting to even remember.

Scott Morris

What is the worst mistake you’ve made as an artist?
Not understanding that I need to make a living.
What is terror?
Waiting for many years and refusing to settle to try to find the right girl
when people kept saying I should settle or I should be in love and then I wait
long past the due date to meet someone, fall in love and then I lose her.
That’s terror.

Lewis Nordan

What is the worst mistake you’ve made as an artist?
This is a question
immediately prompts me to skirt the seriousness of its
intent and to launch into a “most embarrassing moments” sort of answer. My
first thought was of a time when a women’s magazine asked me to do a short
biographical piece about some small household item
was important to
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me. I agreed, wrote the article, about a teapot my father had owned and had
passed on to me. I told of its origins, memories of my father breathing its
steam, its present place on my writing table, the magical connection I felt
between that teapot and my long lost father. The magazine loved the piece
and paid
Soon after I had banked the check, the editors called and
wanted me to mail them the teapot to be photographed for the article. I said,
no, it was too fragile. Then they offered to send
a photographer to take a
of the teapot in my home. This is where the problem began. There
was no teapot. I had made up the teapot. Nothing about it was true, so of
course there was no teapot to be photographed. I made the lie worse by
claiming that the teapot was too personal to let some stranger come into the
house and photograph it. The editors said that was all right,
I could
it myself and send them the picture. I went to every junk store
within two hundred miles looking for a teapot
matched the peculiar
description of the one I had written about. At last I found one that was the
right color and shape and so on but was too large. So I photographed it
alongside some enormous books—the Oxford English Dictionary, the Folio
of Shakespeare’s works, for example. The photo was an obvious fraud
I
sent it anyway. The editors decided to run the article with a drawing of a
teapot instead of the photograph. Nothing more was ever said.
That’s the kind of story that first comes to mind when I hear the
question. But the truth is, the worst mistake I ever made as an
was in
thinking that alcohol made me more creative. Instead it nearly ruined me as a
writer and a person.
What is terror?
When I think of terror I generally think in clichés, the kinds of terror you see
in movies,
passionate screaming and imminent danger of a hackneyed
sort. The times I have actually felt anything akin to terror have been times
when I felt no passion at all, no heat,
only a shut-down, depressed
numbness. Once when my son went missing—and was later found dead—I
would say I was terrified during those two weeks
we were searching for
him. And yet there was no
only a weariness and sluggishness and
dread.

George Singleton

What is the worst mistake you've made as an artist?
I don’t consider myself an artist. I’m just a writer. I’m just doing a craft. It’d
be like weeding a garden; you know, I’m just gardening. And the biggest
mistake I’ve had gardening in the writing field would have to be trying to
look at what
people are doing and saying, “oh, I’ve got to do it
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way.” I’m serious about that. “Oh, here’s how The New Torker does it,
therefore I have to do it that way.” That’s fucked up. I’m just trying to weed
the garden the
I want to.
What is terror?
Terror is going in front of a classroom to teach and thinking
you’re a
teacher. What you should do, what the best teaching is, is trying to give them
a little bit of
without having them knowing they’re being taught.
So terror is when you go in and go, “Oh look at me. I’m the instructor, I’m
the professor, I’m the teacher" and you go in there and realize that you’re a
fucking idiot.

Brad Watson

What is the worst mistake you’ve made as an artist?
Oh shit. Turn it off for a second, I’ve got to think. It’s got to be
spontaneous? I’ve made so many mistakes I don’t know if I can be
spontaneous about it.
OK. The biggest mistake I made was quitting for seven years. I gave
up on it for a while. I wrote bad
and I got really rusty and it took
me three or four more years to get it back. So I lost about ten years.
What is terror?
Oh, that’s easy. Terror is
time.

part of myself I don’t dare look at most of the

Tom Williams

What is the worst mistake you’ve made as an artist?
The worst mistake is
to realize that though I was the hero of every
story in my life,
I was not the hero in every story that I would

What is terror?
God.
That's the look we’ve gotten every time.
I know. And I think it’s because nobody who answers this question wants to
get remotely close to the standard operating procedure. Well, terror to me is
really just not knowing. And it doesn’t have to be anything related to
something that’s going to go on in the world or Islamists or anything like
that. It’s just
being able to predict what happens, no matter how smart I
think I am. And I think
as a writer, you can work through every possible
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scenario and there will always remain something beyond your imagination.
And that can happen right away. And that’s terror.
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